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Abstract. Let A be the set of all complex-valued locally inte-

grable functions defined on [0, +oo), and let T be the topology

for A determined by the seminorms 'r(/)=J"o I/O*)I dx for r—\,

2, • • • , so that A is a topological algebra under pointwise addition,

complex scalar multiplication, and Laplace convolution. Then the

map /->•/' from each element to its quasi-inverse is a homeompr-

phism of (A, T) onto itself. For each/, g in A the equation v=f+

g *v has a unique solution in A which depends 7"-continuously on

fig, and is the T-Iimit of Picard approximations. The set of all/in

A with/' in Ll[Q, +oo) is a set of first category in (A, T) but an

open subset of A with the metric \\f—g\\ i. For each series 2™=i/?Bz"

converging in some neighborhood of z=0, and each element/in A,

the series 2nLi/>»/*" converges in TXo some element p*(f) in A.

1. Introduction.   In the standard development for a linear Volterra

integral equation of the second kind

(1.1) o(x) = f(x) + \kix, y)viy) dy,
Jo

a sequence of approximations is constructed by Picard's method of iteration,

and the solution of (1.1) is obtained as the limit of this sequence. To insure

the validity of this argument, the kernel k is traditionally assumed con-

tinuous [Lovitt (1924), p. 14] or at least assumed square-integrable on

bounded sets [Tricomi (1957), p. 10]. However if the kernel is of con-

volution type, that is, if

(1.2) kix,y)=gix-y),

then the right side of (1.1) is well-defined under more general hypotheses.

Indeed even if/and g are no more than locally integrable, then still a

solution v can be shown to exist [e.g. Miller and Feldstein (1971), Lemma

1], though somewhat less directly.
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We propose to note a few properties of such solutions. From basic

results for the algebra A of all locally integrable functions, furnished with

a suitable vector topology, we obtain simply and independently the exist-

ence of a solution for (1.1)-(1.2) and its continuity in/and g. We then use

these results to study in A the convergence of Picard iteration, the develop-

ment of a functional calculus, and the set of kernels which have integrable

resolvents.

2. The algebra A. Let A denote the set of all complex-valued locally

integrable functions on [0, + oo), and for each/, g in A let/* g denote their

Laplace convolution, given by

(2.1) [f * g](x) = ¡Xf(x - y)g(y) dy.
Jo

It is clear that A is closed under pointwise addition and scalar multipli-

cation; it is well known that A is closed under Laplace convolution. Indeed

A with these compositions is a commutative associative algebra over the

complex numbers [Mikusihski (1959), pp. 345-349]. Thus positive integral

*-powers can be defined for any/in A:

(2.2) f*l=f,      f*n+1 =/*/*"   forn = 1,2, •■•..

For r=l, 2, • ■ • and any/in A we let

',(/) = fí/(*)| dx,

(2'3) ur(f) = ess sup{|/(.x)| :0 < x < r),

and we admit the value +oo for ur(f). Then the families Ur\ and {ur} of

seminorms [Schaefer (1966), p. 39] generate the topologies T and U

respectively in A, corresponding to Ll and U° convergence on bounded

sets. Obviously convergence in U implies convergence in T. For both

topologies the space A is complete, metrizable, and locally convex

[Schaefer (1966), p. 28], while the maps (c,f) >cf (f,g)~>f+g, (/,£)—
/* g are jointly continuous, the last through Fubinis theorem and direct

estimates, which yield the inequalities

(2.4) tr(f* g) ^ tr(f)tr(g),       ur(f* g) = U/K(g) = mr(f)ur(g).

If/and g are elements of A which satisfy

(2.5) f+g=f*g,

then each is called a quasi-inverse of the other. We can always adjoin an

identity e to the topological algebra A  [Naïmark (1959), p. 170] and
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thereby obtain a topological algebra A+e in which (2.5) is equivalent to

(2.6) (e-f)*(e-g) = e,

so that/has a quasi-inverse if and only if e—/has an inverse. Through

(2.6) we can show that a quasi-inverse is unique, so that, when it exists,

we can write/' for the quasi-inverse off.

For any/ g, h in A with f=g+h we can define formally

(2.7) k = h* ie - g) l = h* (e - g') = h - h* g ,

the last expression for which is in A wheneverg' exists; and we can calculate

formally

-/' = (e - g - h)-1 -e = ie-g-k*ie~ g))1 - e

( ' ' = ie - g)-1 * ie - k)1 - e = -g' - k' + g' * k',

the last expression for which is in A whenever k' exists. These identities

are used rigorously in the following arguments, which settle immediately

the properties of quasi-inverses.

Lemma 1.    For each f in A there exists a unique quasi-inverse f.

Proof. The uniqueness of/' follows algebraically from its existence,

to prove which we choose a>0 such that j"o \f(x)\ dx<\ and we define

h(x)—f(x)—g(x) on [0, +co), where

(29) £(*)=/(*)   on[0,a),

= 0        on [a, + co).

Then g is in i.1(0, + co), which is a Banach algebra under the compositions

of A; and ||£||i<l, so that g' = — 2£Lig*" converges in Lli0, +co) to a

quasi-inverse ofg. Thus k is defined by (2.7) as an element of A. Moreover

hix)=k(x)=() on [0, a), so that h*nix)=k*"ix)=0 on [0, no); and thus

— 1n=i k*n converges in (A, U) to a quasi-inverse of k. It follows by direct

multiplication that (2.8) defines a quasi-inverse off.

Theorem 1. The map f-^-fi is a homeomorphism from iA,T) onto

{A, T).

Proof. Since f-*f' is its own inverse, we need only show it is con-

tinuous near any g in A. For any r— 1, 2, • ■ • we thus let b=trig') and note

by (2.7) that iff=g+h then tr(k)^(l+b)tT(h). We now choose h so small

that (l+/))ir(/))<l, and show by (2.4) and (2.8) that

(2 101     f'C/"-S')^(l+*)'r(*'),

' where   rr(A') ̂  (1 + b)t,{h)l[\ - (1 + b)tr(h)].
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This theorem implies that A is a ring with continuous quasi-inverse, and

that A+e is a ring with continuous inverse [Naimark (1959), pp. 170-175].

Each element of A+e has the form ce+f with c in C,/in A; and each

ce+fhas an inverse in A+e if and only if c 5¿0. (Of course each nonzero

/has an inverse in the Mikusifiski field of generalized functions [Mikusin-

ski (1959), Chapter 3].) The following stronger result will be needed in the

next section.

Lemma 2.    For any f in A the series 2™=i/*" converges in T to— f.

Proof. Define a, g, h as in Lemma 1 and k as in (2.7). Then the

functions now listed have /"-convergent series in powers g*r * h*s with non-

negative coefficients: —g' by construction, k by (2.7), —k' by construction,

and —/' by (2.8). Moreover the 7-convergent series for —1/|' in terms of

\g\ and \h\ dominates the corresponding series for —/' in terms of g and h,

since

(2.11)      |[g*r*/2*s](x)|^[|g|*r*|/i|*s](x)   forr,5 = l,2,--.

However this series for —1/|' converges absolutely almost everywhere,

because its terms are all nonnegative ; so that the series for —/' converges

absolutely almost everywhere, and its terms can be arbitrarily rearranged.

In particular, the rearranged series

oo oo       n     i     i

(2.12) 2rn=I 2 r )g*m*h*™
n=l n=l m=0^m

converges almost everywhere to —/' and is bounded by —1/|', hence

converges in T to —/' by the dominated convergence theorem.

3. Integral equations. The equation (1.1)—(1.2) in the notation just

introduced becomes

(3.1) v=f+g*v,

so that the «th Picard approximation from the starting point v0 is

n-l

(3.2) vn=f*2g*m + v0*g*n   for« = 0,1, 2,-••,
m=0

where g*°=e. If \g\k is locally integrable for some k>l then h=g*1 is

locally bounded for large enough / by the Riesz convexity theorem [Dun-

ford and Schwartz (1958), p. 528, Exercise 7], and

(3.3) \h*n(x)\ ^ ur(h)nxn-ll(n— 1)!    almost everywhere on [0, /•)
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for «=1, 2, • • • by induction. For any m=0, 1, • • • we can factor g*m=

g*v * h*Q with 0^/?</, and estimate

(3.4) urif * g*m) <, trif * g^)urihfr"-1l(q - 1) !

by (2.4) and (3.3). Thus {v„} converges in the topology U whenever h is

locally bounded, and {vj converges to a continuous function whenever

/ g> vo are continuous.

However there exist functions g in Lx(0, 4- co) for which no \g\k with

it>l is integrable near 0 and for which all g*1 with /=1, 2, • • • are un-

bounded near 0 [Feller (1971), p. 516], so that {vn} need not converge

uniformly on any interval containing 0. Thus the following theorem should

be of interest.

Theorem 2. For any f and g in A the equation (3.1) has the unique

solution v=f—f* g', which depends continuously on fand g in the topology

T. For any v0 in A the Picard sequence {vn} converges to v in the topology T.

Proof. If v is any solution of (3.1) then by Theorem 1

(3.5) v = (e -g)'1*^- g*v) = (e-g')*f = f-f*g';

conversely this last expression satisfies (3.1) and depends continuously on/

and g. As n -*■ co the powers g*n converge (71) to 0 by Lemma 2, and

the sums/* 2m=1o£*m converge (T) to/ — /* g , so that the functions vn

converge (T) to / —/ * g'.

The quasi-inverse g is essentially the resolvent kernel for (3.1) [Tricomi

(1957), p. 8], and certain investigations require that this kernel be in

L\0, +co) (e.g. [Miller (1968)]). Thus we abbreviate L=L\0, +co) and

we define

(3.6) L' = {feA:feL}.

We wish to describe L' in both the topology Tana the stronger topology V

given by the metric d(f, g)= \\f—g\\i (or equivalently by d'=dl(l +d) if we
wish to avoid infinite distances).

Theorem 3. L' is a set of first category for the topology T, and is an open

subset of A for the topology V.

Proof. By Theorem 1 the subsets L and L' of iA, T) have the same

topological properties. However if BT={feA:tT(J)^l} then L=

U«=i n f)?=i -of so that L is a countable union of sets closed in A, each

having void interior. For any g in L' the inequality (2.10) holds with r=

+ 00, that is, with rr(/)= ||/||,, so that some K-neighborhood of g is in L'.

Given a complex polynomial P(z)=^n=lpmzm we can define a corre-

sponding polynomial P*(f)=2m=i/V/"*m such that P(z)->/»*(/) is an
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algebra homomorphism for each fixed/in A. However Theorem 1 of this

development states that A is a radical ring [Naîmark (1959), p. 164],

whence the functional calculus for topological algebras shows that the

preceding homomorphism extends to all functions P(z) analytic at the

origin [Waelbroeck (1954)]. That is, if P(z)=^i=xpmzm converges in any

neighborhood of the origin, thenP*(/)=2m=i An/*"1 converges in Tfor

any/in A. This remark yields the existence of a solution for a nonlinear

integral equation such as

(3.7) fpmv*™ = P*(v)=:f,   mthPl*0.

Another radical algebra has been used recently by [Grabiner (1970)] to

study integral equations containing finite convolutions.

Each/in the subalgebra £'[0, +oo) has a Laplace transform Lf given

by

(3.8) Lf(s) =   °°exp(-sx)/(x) dx   on Re(s) = 0.
Jo

The mapping f-*Lf, by the convolution theorem, takes Laplace con-

volution into pointwise multiplication, hence defines a homomorphism

from L1 [0, + oo) into some function algebra with pointwise compositions

on Re(j)^0. This transform can be extended variously to larger domains

(e.g. [Krabbe ( 1966)]), and equation (3.1) can be solved thus in some cases.

However transform methods are less general than our results, in that the

mapping f->-Lf(s) cannot be extended to a nontrivial homomorphism on

all of A. Indeed if q is a homomorphism from A into C, and if q(f)=cj¿0

for some/in A, then q(g)=l for g=fjc, and

(3.9) q(g') = q(g * g) = q(g + g') = 1 + q(g'),

which is impossible, so that ^=.0.
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